The spread of Spiritualism, and the grave importance given to the subject by the discussion of it at the recent Church Congress, are startling facts in this ninth decade of our boasted nineteenth century civilisation. A craving after some visible apparition, or palpable evidence of a spirit world, may be justly deemed one of the most irresistible and deeply-seated yearnings in the hearts of all. So passionate does the longing become in some whose loved relatives have passed the bourne whence no traveller returns, that life seems to them unendurable, almost impossible, without the touch of a vanished hand, and the sound of a voice that is still. Spiritualism has for all such a wondrous fascination. They approach the subject with a desire to know that it is true, rather than to know the truth about it, their minds already biased, and full of pre-conceived ideas of such a nature as to allow them to fall facile victims of the false sensorial impressions, from which men of the highest intellectual attainments are by no means exempted, and which will, perhaps, never be safely guarded against until a wise system of careful education of the several senses has been devised for the young.
One by one, many of the children of the present generation are drifting from the old moorings. 
